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Abstract

Background Despite the social nature of collaborative design, the collaborative design process has not 
been sufficiently researched as a social action. Intersubjectivity, which concerns the relations between 
various perspectives of two or more people, can serve as a useful framework for understanding the 
complex process of collaborative design and proposing effective communication methods to achieve the 
common goal of designers.  
Methods This study aims to analyse the process of achieving mutual understanding and a common 
ground during a collaborative design process, utilising the concept of intersubjectivity. The earlier 
meetings for the ideation of two teams of three designers each were observed, and the conversations were 
analysed. The analysis mainly focused on their levels of perspective and meaning generation.    
Results A matrix was developed based on the levels of the two variables, and each conversation 
was categorised according to the evaluation of these variables. To summarise, four key categories 
emerged: 1.1 Exchange of Expressions, 1.3 Interpretation of Shared Experiences, 3.1 Confirmation, and 
3.3 Negotiation. When a conversation exhibited a lower level of meaning-making and a higher level of 
diverse perspectives, participants typically confirmed the established common ground. In contrast, when 
there was a high level of meaning-making and complex interactions among perspectives, participants 
either resolved their misunderstandings about the newly created meaning or remained in a state of 
misunderstanding without realising it.     
Conclusions This analysis leads to the conclusion that the complex and critical conversations, which 
significantly impacted on the outcome, were a result of the cumulative effects of ‘simpler’ conversations 
that scored low on both variables. Throughout the meeting process, the regeneration of meaning and 
establishment of common ground were achieved.
Keywords Intersubjectivity, Design Ideation, Collaborative Design, Design Ideation, Common 
Ground
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1. Introduction

This study aims to analyse the process of achieving mutual understanding and collaborative 
ideation during a collaborative design based on the intersubjectivity. Intersubjectivity 
refers to ‘the process of achieving mutual understanding and common ground between 
two or more subjects’ (Berk & Winsler, 1995). Design is a process of seeking solutions for a 
problem that the participants agreed on. Therefore, intersubjectivity plays a fundamental 
role for negotiating different perspectives into an agreed and shared understanding of the 
problem or other matters. Therefore, the design process is an ideation process involving 
various intersubjective relations between designers, and understanding the process with the 
concept of intersubjectivity can enhance the process of successful ideation. Also, language 
in the collaborative design process plays a role as a representational facilitator in the design 
performance (Dong, 2006). Designers who are social animals and various social interactions 
including language involved in the design process can be observed from sociological, social 
psychological and socio-material perspectives (Matthews et al. 2021). This study aims to 
systematically investigate the process of achieving common ground among designers. It 
includes the analysis of interactions occurring within the collaborative design process.
Collaborative design refers to the process in which actors from different disciplines 
share their knowledge about the design process and content. The aim is to create shared 
understanding on both aspects, to integrate and explore their knowledge and to achieve the 
larger common objective: the new product to be designed (Kleinsmann, 2006). “Collaborative 
applications are intended to support the work performed by a group of collaborators who 
pursue a common goal” (Messeguer et al., 2009, p.565) and is a critical component of many 
social actions involving more than one individual. In collaborative design or any other social 
process, the actors (designers) are required to develop a shared understanding and establish 
common ground. Common ground refers to “the set of assumptions mutually accepted by 
the discourse participants and treated as true” (Haselow, 2012, p. 189). In the context of 
collaborative design, common ground can be understood as the shared knowledge, beliefs, 
and assumptions among individuals involved in the design process (Clark, 1996). Developing 
common ground among designers is essential as it helps establish a shared understanding 
of the design problem and enables stakeholders to work collaboratively towards developing 
effective design solutions (Mao et al., 2018). 
The importance of common ground and shared understanding in collaborative design has 
been recognised. Mao et al. (2018) and Sengupta and Jeeva (2017) argue that collaborative 
design requires designers to establish common ground and a shared understanding of the 
design problem and processes to develop practical design solutions and negotiate conflicting 
viewpoints. Also, Pifarre and Staarman (2011) emphasised the reciprocal understanding, 
stating that “it thus seems crucial that the social interaction is focused on the ideas of the 
participants and that the participants are not only willing to share these ideas, but do 
so in a respectful and open-minded manner” (p. 3). Kleinsmann and Valkenburg (2008) 
explain the role of shared understanding in the co-design products by highlighting the 
findings of several early studies. The high quality of the final product is reduced by a lack of 
shared understanding because not all problems are addressed and discussed for solutions 
(Song et al. 2013), and lack of shared understanding can cause unnecessary iterative loops 
(Valkenburg and Dorst, 1998). 
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This study aims to present the findings of the analysis of the process of designers developing 
common ground through the lens of intersubjectivity – including building common ground, 
third-turn repair, and levels of perspectives. The study will focus on the linguistic and 
intersubjective elements that contribute to forming and maintaining of common ground. 
By identifying these elements, this study provides insights into how designers interact 
and collaborate, leading to a better understanding of the collaborative design process. The 
importance of this study lies in its potential to contribute to the existing body of knowledge 
on collaborative design. While there have been studies on the importance of common 
ground in collaborative design, there is still a lack of understanding of how designers 
develop common ground through interaction. By analysing the interaction occurring within 
the collaborative design process, this study can provide a more detailed understanding of 
developing common ground. Moreover, the outcomes of this study will aid in the practical 
generation and negotiation of design ideas, ultimately facilitating the attainment of a 
finalised design concept.

2. Literature Review

  2. 1. Intersubjectivity and Common Ground

Intersubjectivity describes interactions between individuals’ various forms of perspectives 
and is defined in diverse ways within the social sciences. It encompasses agreement on the 
meanings assigned to objects, understanding of agreement or disagreement of opinions, and 
various relationships between individuals’ perspectives (Gillespie & Cornish, 2009). Table 1 
below illustrates the three levels of perspectives.
The goal of collaborative design is the formation and integration of knowledge (Kleinsmann 
& Valkenburg, 2008, p. 371). Mutual understanding refers to forming an accurate meta-
perspective through dialogue between individuals (Corti & Gillespie, 2016), which 
means correctly understanding the interlocutor’s perspective. Meta-perspective involves 
establishing a common ground within the context of interaction rather than adhering 
strictly to agreed-upon points (Corti & Gillespie, 2016). In the design performance situation, 
conversations involve many implicit and nonverbal communications, making it difficult to 
establish a common ground for intersubjectivity, sometimes leading to misunderstandings. 
As Table 1 suggests, to achieve the goal of collaborative design, not only agreeing on the 
direct perspectives but understanding and accepting the self and other’s meta- and meta-
metaperspectives are also crucial. Subjectivity refers to a self’s particular perspective on the 
matter (x), and the other’s perspective on the particularity of the self and other. Therefore, the 
accumulation of interactions of perspectives and complexity does not create the objectivity of 
the matter. However, the depth of subjectivity, the increased interactions between different 
levels of perspective reveals the uniqueness of the collaborative design ideation process.
A third-turn repair occurs when conversation parties address problems in speaking, 
hearing, or understanding of the talk (Shegloff, 1997). Third turn repair can be initiated by 
the ‘other’ or the ‘self’. In a third turn repair, a speaker in a conversation makes a statement 
(turn 1), to which the subsequent response exposes an apparent misunderstanding (turn 2). 
The misunderstood speaker then attempts to clarify the issue in the turn following the one 
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where the misunderstanding was evident (turn 3) (Shegloff, 1997). Third-turn repair repairs 
detected misunderstandings or disagreements as the speakers express their understanding 
verbally. Dingemanse et al. (2015) discovered the universality of the language system of 
repair that is the language use are primarily similar across cultural groups, stating that third-
turn repairs occur across different cultures. However, the studies around third-turn repair 
in Korean language are limited to English as a Foreign Language (EFL) education. This study 
attempts to analyse the third-turn repair occurring in collaborative design conversation. 

Table 1 Three Levels of Perspective (Gillespie & Cornish, 2009)

Direct perspective

Self or other’s perspective on the matter (X)

 A : “I think X is Y”

Meta-perspective

Self’s perspective on

the other’s perspective on the matter (X)

B: “I think A thinks X is Y”

Meta-meta perspective

Self’s perspective on

the other’s perspective on

the self’s perspective on the matter (X)

A: “I think B thinks that I think X is Y”

  2. 2. Collaborative Design 

Oak (2010) examined how the dialogic elements in design can be understood from a micro-
sociological and socio-psychological perspective of symbolic interactionism. Symbolic 
interactionism is a theoretical framework proposed by George H. Mead (1934) which suggests 
that individuals act based on the meanings they attribute to objects, and past interactions 
and experiences form these meanings, thus individuals may assign different meanings to 
the same object. Oak’s research shows the characteristics of collaborative, contextually 
specific, and discursive design processes. Oak further argues that reflecting on dialogic 
attitude can allow designers and design educators to view them from a new perspective. 
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Kleinsmann and Valkenburg’s (2008) study is based on cases of design projects conducted 
by designers and colleagues from other fields, which showed that individuals assign different 
meanings to the same object, and they claim that oral communication is more effective 
than written communication to integrate these meanings. The integration of meanings 
of objects affects not only the interaction between actors in the project but also project 
management and corporate organisation. In addition, in a study by Ge, Leifer & Shui (2018) 
on the developmental role of situated emotions in collaborative design, a significant positive 
correlation was found between the use of intonation and new words and the measured 
emotions through nonverbal communication and skin conductance, which emphasises the 
importance of designers’ emotions and gut feelings in the design process, which were difficult 
to find in previous studies. Thus, the importance of environmental or socio-psychological 
factors in the design studio, which were often taken for granted or not studied in the past, 
is increasingly emphasised, and this study also examines the social interaction among 
designers and their understanding of it in the collaborative design process. 
Intersubjectivity touches upon various research areas but studies around intersubjectivity 
in creative and generative conversations still need to be completed. This study focuses on 
identifying patterns of intersubjective relations created during collaborative design by 
analysing conversations between designers.

3. Method

  3. 1. Experiment design

To understand the process of developing common ground among designers in the 
collaborative design process, the participants were given a design task - to design a chair 
for people in traditional markets of Korea - and their first meetings were recorded and 
observed. The meetings took place in a seminar room within the university they attend. They 
sat around a table and each participant was facing a camera recording them to avoid blind 
spots and ensure all three participants’ voices were recorded. The first meetings, which took 
place right after they visited the chosen markets, were observed for analysis for the following 
reasons. The first meeting involved the most exchanges and sharing of their experiences at 
the places, participants visited the places together however their experiences and specific 
elements that they have significantly observed varied. Therefore, we agreed that the first 
meeting was one of the most affluent and important processes, and the most meaningful 
ideas could be generated and negotiated as they actively discussed their own experiences and 
thoughts with other team members. The design tasks were performed over one semester as a 
part of a course at a design class in their undergraduate course. 
The participants consisted of six third-year students, divided into two teams. All six 
participants were third-year female university students studying industrial design in Seoul, 
South Korea. The participants had already conducted research on a similar task in their 
classes and had prior knowledge and understanding of the subject - the markets, and the 
process. 
Team A was given Noryangjin Fisheries Wholesale Market (노량진 수산물 도매시장), one of the 
largest fish markets in Seoul. The market is a mix of wholesale and retail stores for regular 
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customers. It is known for its lively atmosphere and fish auctions - the prices of products are 
decided according to the quantity of products (KTO, 2023). Team B was given Dongmyo flea 
market, famous vintage market in Seoul that holds a historical significance and embodies 
the 1960s and 70s atmosphere. The market sells various products varying from clothing to 
electronics (Seoul Metropolitan Government, 2021). Both team members had conducted field 
research prior to the meeting and had taken photos and videos taken from each market. The 
visual data was used as the starting point of discussions. 
The meeting was video, and audio recorded in the absence of researchers at the design studio. 
The cameras were placed in front of each participant. After the participants had finished with 
their meetings, the researchers interviewed them and reviewed the meeting processes.

  3. 2. Analysis

The entire conversations from both teams were divided into the smaller conversations and 
coded into semantic units based on the contents discussed, and each section was evaluated 
in terms of their complexity in (1) perspective interactions and (2) level of meaning-making 
– the level of interpretations. A 3-point Likert scale was used for both evaluations. Adopting 
a 3-point Likert scale stemmed from its alignment with three distinct levels of perspective: 
the direct perspective, the meta-perspective, and the meta-meta perspective. The analysis 
involved three researchers, with the inclusion of a third researcher, intended to introduce 
a fresh perspective to the analysis. The leading researchers were the authors of the paper, 
and the third researcher was a master’s student who had graduated from the same course as 
the study participants and is currently working with the authors. Every interaction among 
participants’ perspectives was analysed and classified into either direct perspective, meta-
perspective, and meta-meta perspective. The different levels of perspective were explained 
and discussed prior to the analysis to ensure that the researcher analysed conversations in 
a consistent manner. Then, the interactions in a conversation unit were assessed for their 
complexity and assigned a number between 1 and 3, with three being the most complex, 
indicating where it involves meta and meta-meta perspectives. When the evaluations between 
participants differed, all three researchers discussed the reasoning behind their judgment 
and resolved the differences in views. 
The main and sub-keywords from each conversation unit were drawn, and the researchers 
determined and discussed the levels of meaning-making. The levels also varied between 1 
and 3, with 3 being the highest meaning-making level.

  3. 3. Procedure and result 

The conversation analysis reveals the general conversation atmosphere in the design process. 
This research analysis examines the level and meaning generation of these everyday design 
conversations. In judgment and analysis, three judges attempted to assess and analyze the 
relationship between subtle and symbolic meaning changes and mutual subjectivity in the 
participants’ conversations.
As a result of the experiment, transcripts totaling 228 minutes of meetings and six pages 
of sketches from two teams were obtained. The analysis of this study was based on the 
conversations during the initial idea formation phase, where the focus was on participants 
sharing and understanding each other’s perspectives and forming mutual understanding. 
Team A’s conversation lasted for 1 hour, 49 minutes, and 57 seconds, with 1,252 turns. The 
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whole conversation was divided into different conversational parts based on the contents, and 
Team A’s conversation was divided into 134 parts. Team B’s conversation lasted for 1 hour, 
59 minutes, and 37 seconds, with 1,196 turns. The conversation was divided into 118 parts. 
Irrelevant conversations such as conversations during breaks and participants discussing 
irrelevant topics were excluded for evaluation.

4. Result

<Table 2> below illustrates the quantitative findings of the analysis. Conversations categorised 
as 1.1. Exchange of Expression were found to be predominantly occupying the conversations 
in both teams’ meeting. However, it was necessary to consider the remaining three quadrants, 
which constitute a minority proportion of conversation. Even though they did not dominate 
the conversation in terms of their quantity, but interesting and original ideas emerged from 
such conversations.

Table 2 Number of conversations in each category

Team A Team B

n % n %

1.1. 86 66.7% 29 45.3%

1.3. 1 0.8% 1 1.6%

3.1. 1 0.8% 0 0.0%

3.3. 1 0.8% 1 1.6%

The following matrix was developed based on the analysis of the level of perspectives and 
meaning-making (Figure 1). The conversations were placed into the matrix according to the 
levels of perspectives and meaning making evaluated by three judges.

Three judges evaluated each team’s conversation, and the mode was used to determine 
where each conversation was placed in the matrix (Figure 1). Based on the characteristics of 
conversations placed in the quadrant, each quadrant was given a title.
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Figure 1 Conversation matrix based on the levels of perspective and meaning-making

1.1.  Exchange of Expression – in conversations placed in 1.1., participants shared their 
experiences and observations other without elaborating. 

1.3.  Interpretation of Shared Knowledge – in 1.3, participants share their interpretation of 
the shared experiences and attempt (or do) assign their original meaning to the observed 
objects or behaviours. 

3.1.   Confirmation – in 3.1., participants confirm that they have achieved common ground by 
demonstrating their understanding.

3.3.  Negotiation – in 3.3., where the conversations are the most complex and generate new 
meaning, participants either resolve their misunderstanding of the newly generated 
meaning or continue to have misunderstandings and/or disagreements without noticing. 

Each category will be explained with relevant examples below.

Most of both team’s conversation fell into the 1.1 Expression, where both perspective and 
meaning-making level were low. Followed by 1.1 Expression, conversations in 2.2 (which had 
moderate complexity and generated new meanings but relatively insignificant - scoring 2 for 
both variables) were observed most frequently. The conversations that had scored 2 for either 
level was excluded for further analysis due to their ambiguity and uncertainty of evaluation. 
Conversations in 3.3. Negotiation occurred relatively less frequently (once in both teams), 
suggesting that conversations that involved complex dynamics between perspectives and had 
meaningful and unique interpretations were difficult to achieve in the beginning stages of 
collaborative design. 
While Team A’s conversation was divided into more than 130 different conversation units, 
Team B’s meeting only was divided into 70 different conversation units, although the length 
of the meeting was relatively similar. The researchers agreed that Team B’s conversations 
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were relatively simpler in their levels of perspective and meaning-making, as their key 
concept was agreed upon among the participants of Team B at an earlier stage of the 
meeting. This may be due to the differences in team compositions and personal differences, 
as the approach that each team took may vary. However, the process of sharing lower-
level conversation and developing further to re-generate new meanings were observed in a 
similar pattern. In addition, Team B’s conversations were more about confirming their idea 
generated at the beginning of the meeting rather than generating and exploring alternatives. 
The analysis based on the matrix mainly focused on Team A’s conversations due to the more 
complex and dynamic structures of different conversations. 

  4. 1. Exchange of Expressions (1.1)

The conversation in 1.1 Exchange of Expression were evaluated lower on both levels of 
meaning-making and interaction of perspectives and they shared their direct observations of 
the market with each other. The process of sharing and discussing their direct observations 
had built the foundation for achieving common ground.

Table 3 Team A. Conversation 57

Line Speaker Conversation Analysis

531 B
나는 그 경매에 사람들이 서 있는 이 계단 같은 느낌도 (interrupted)

(The stair-like feeling of people standing here (interrupted))

Direct perspective

(B → X)

532 C
보통 2층이던데 2층

(It was the second floor most of the times, the second floor)

Direct perspective

(C → X)

533 A

위에 뒤에 있는 사람들도 볼 수 있도록. 좋다. 근데 이거 사진 너무 예쁘다.

(So that people at the back can see. It’s nice. By the way the picture 

is so beautiful.)

Direct perspective

(A → X)

534 C
바퀴 달린 거 딱 잘 보이고. 이렇게 딱 써있네

(We can the wheels well here. It’s written like ‘that’.)

Direct perspective

(C → X)

All participants are sharing what they observed from the market with each other in this 
conversation. In line 531, B described how they felt about the auction site by stating that 
the way people were standing in different levels looked like staircases. Then C and A, added 
their own observations to B’s earlier statement. The direct perspectives were observed in this 
conversation. 

  4. 2. Interpretation (1.3.)

In the high-level meaning-making conversations, common ground was built among the 
participants. Their interpretations of the experiences and the matters became unique 
meanings to the process of idea development. In the following excerpt of conversation 89 of 
Team A, the fish tank in a truck became a stroller for the fish. 
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Table 4 Team A. Conversation 89

Line Speaker Conversation Analysis

795 C
수조 이동식 수조

(Fish tank. Movable fish tank)
Fish tank

796 B
그냥 교통수단 교통수단

(Just a form of transportation) 

Fish tank → 

transportation

797 C
물고기 교통수단

(A transportation for fish)

Transportation → 

Transportation for fish

798 A

사람이 타지는 않지만 사람들이 다 들고 다니니까 약간 유모차 같은 느낌이

(It is not for people but people are carrying them so it feels like a 

stroller.)

Transportation for fish 

→ Stroller

799 C
응 유모차 물고기가 타고 있어요.

(Yes, there is a fish in a stroller.)
Stroller for fish

C first mentions the ‘portable fish tank’ while looking at the photographs taken from the 
visit (line 795). Then B changes the mentioned object from ‘fish tank’ to a new object: 
‘transportation’, by giving a new interpretation (line 796). Then the ‘transportation’ becomes 
‘transportation for fish’ by C again, followed by A’s new addition of meaning, and it becomes 
a ‘stroller.’ Finally, A combines the idea of a ‘stroller’ and the fish onboard; the ‘portable fish 
tank’ from line 795 becomes a ‘stroller for fish’. This process involved the direct perspectives 
of the participants, but the objects were constantly changing as they were giving a new 
meaning to the previously created ideas. 
Another example of 1.3. Interpretation below demonstrates how one new interpretation 
can generate relevant, but new meanings and eventually lead to a larger-scale shift. In the 
following excerpt, B compares the auctioneer to a performer at a concert, followed by more 
similes mentioned, and finally the auction site becomes a DJ concert. 

Table 5 Team A. Conversation 34-35

Line Speaker Conversation Analysis

284 C

자기가 약간 사고 샀으면 좋겠는 가격에, 약간 뭔가 티를 내시는 것 같아. 

이게 약간 이 가격 괜찮은데? 안 사 안 사? 1 3 1 3? 1만 3천?

(Listening to the video of auctioneer) (I think they are shouting how 

much they want to sell it (fish) for. Like “this is a good price, not 

going to buy it? No? 13,000 won?”)

약간 중국말 같기도 하고. 그리고 뭔가 노래 같기도 하다. 후렴구가 있어. 

(It sounds like Chinese, and it sounds a like a song It has a refrain) 

Directly describing the 

auctioneers and the 

sounds that they are 

making

285 A
응. 반복되는 멜로디

(Yes, a repeated melody)
Adding on to C’s point

286 C
어. 경매하시는 분마다 노래가 달라

(Right. The music varies between the auctioneers)

Recognising another 

characteristic

287 B

근데 그거 같다. (경매 장면을 이야기하며) 공연 같기도 하다. 이렇게 디제이 

부스 이렇게 해놓고 이렇게 하는 것 같아. 사람들이 이렇게 모여 있고

(But it’s like that. It’s like a concert. Looking like the DJ booth here, 

and like this and this. Forming up a crowd.)

The first use of auctions 

and DJ booth simile

288 A
직접 찾아가고 사람들

(People coming in person)

Adds to B’s simile by 

identifying another 

similarity

289 C
응 디제이 버스킹 부스 느낌

(Yes, feels like a DJ busking booth)
Agrees to the simile

290 B
응. 진짜 이런 느낌이에요. 왜냐하면

(Yes, it feels like this. Because) 

Attempts to support 

their own opinion

291 C
옆에 노트북 한 분은 이게 랩 하시고 

(Laptop on the side, and one person raps and)

Adds to B’s simile by 

identifying another 

similarity

292 B
어. 이렇게 그 전광판이 있고 완전 버스킹 느낌.

(Yes. The screen is here, and it totally feels like a busking)

Fixated the common 

ground
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These interpretations of different components of the auction site originated from B’s first use 
of auctions and DJ booth similes (line 284), and the other participants were able to elaborate 
on it. The conversation where this simile was first mentioned, where the meaning-making 
level was high, held a significant role in the meeting itself, and had a crucial impact on the 
outcome.
Conversation describing what the participants have directly observed from the market 
(line 284-286) developed into a re-interpretation of the auction site (line 287-282). The 
participants had shared experiences of the market. The process of revisiting them verbally 
and sharing their direct perspectives of the observations allowed them to develop further 
from the direct perspectives into higher level perspectives. The higher-level perspectives - the 
simile of auction site and a DJ concert, became a new common ground between participants.

<Table 6> summarises the similes and interpretations of the observed objects that were used 
in their final report and the ideas that emerged from conversation 35 of team A.

Table 6 Team A’s Interpretations of Objects 

Observed objects Interpretation Similarities

(1) Auctioneer Rapper Speaking very fast and un-understandable language

(2) Speaker Speaker -

(3) Screen Screen -

(4) Assistant DJ Control the sound and screen

(5) Crowd of sellers Crowd of audience Group of people gathered for an event

(6) Sellers Audiences
Focused on the screen and the auctioneer (rapper), 

gesturing and shouting

(7) Trucks Stages Moving around the area and perform

Based on the new interpretation of the auctions in the fish market, Team A rediscovered the 
space and stakeholders of the sites. They compared the auctions site to a DJ concert based 
on several critical similarities of the two places. The following section explains how the 
participants gave new meaning to the auction sites and their components. 

1. Auctioneer → Rapper
The auctioneer leads the auction by speaking un-understandable (to outsiders) language. The 
auction went fast, and the participants who were not familiar with the fish market in general 
could not follow the auctions and what the auctioneer was saying. They interpreted the 
auctioneer as a rapper who raps fast in an addictive rhythm. 

2. Speaker → Speaker 
The speaker was one of the components that linked the auction site and a DJ concert. The 
sound was one of the main similarities between the two places. 

3. Screen → Screen
The screen was another common component of both places; however, its functions may have 
varied to a certain extent. In an auction, the screen displays different prices of different 
products, but it also displays the current situations or displays visuals that enhance the 
concert experiences. However, the existence of visuals held the key role in the interpretation. 
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4. Assistant → DJ
An assistant handled the sound and screen at the auction site. The participants compared the 
assistant to a DJ who manages the sound system and the screen. 

5. Groups of retailers → Concert crowd and 6. Retailers → Audience
The group of retailers gathered around the auction site was interpreted as the crowd at 
the concert. They gathered at a specific place at a certain time to serve different purposes, 
but they were both focused on the auctioneer or the rapper, and the sounds that they were 
producing. The participants also explained how the movements and sounds that the retailers 
were making were similar to those of the concert crowd, who enthusiastically watched the 
concert. 

6. Trucks → Stages
Lastly, the trucks that move around the auction sites were compared to the stages that can be 
reassembled and moved around for different concerts. 

Another example of 1.3. Interpretation from Team A demonstrates how the interactions 
of perspective can alter the general meaning of an object. In the following conversation, 
the participants’ retrospective perspectives on the research site (fish market) shifted from 
negative to positive experiences. Participant A states, “But it felt more beautiful. When I was 
inside, it was kind of scary (근데 아름다운 느낌이 좀 더 많이 들었어. 나는 안에 있을 때는 좀 무서운 

느낌이 들었는데)", and C agrees by saying “Right, right (맞아 맞아)".

Table 7 Team A. Conversation 38

Line Speaker Conversation Interpretation

305 B

(...) 뭔가 그 2층에서 경매를 이렇게 조망하니까 좀 다른 느낌이지 않았어?

((…) wasn’t it quite different watching the auctions from the second 

floor?)

Suggesting a new 

interpretation

306 C
뭔가 더 치열해 보이는데

(It felt fiercer.) 

Understands and 

agrees

307 B
맞아

(Right.)

308 C

왜냐면 가까이서 보면 한 팀이 하는 거 밖에 안 보이잖아. 

(Because when you are watching up close, you could only watch 

one team doing it.)

Explains and elaborates 

on the previous 

interpretation

309 B
맞아 맞아

(Right, right.)

310 C

위에서 보니까 여기서도 하고 여기서도 경매야 여기서 경매. 뒤를 보니까 

뒤에서도.

(From the upper floor, there’s auction there, there’s another one 

there, look back, and there’s another one.)

Explains and elaborate 

on the previous 

interpretation

311 B

그러면서 나는 관찰자 입장이 되니까 더 다른 세계 같았어. 그냥 완전히 그냥 

약간 

(and when I was just an observer, it felt like a different world even 

more. Just totally different. Like,)

Adds on to C’s 

elaboration

312 C
심시티 같은데

(It’s like Sim City)
Uses simile

313 B
그냥 TV 보는 느낌

(Felt like just watching TV)
Uses simile and agrees
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314 A

근데 아름다운 느낌이 좀 더 많이 들었어. 나는 안에 있을 때는 좀 무서운 느

낌이 들었는데

(But it felt more beautiful. When I was inside, it was kind of scary)

Based on B and C’s

interpretation, 

A suggests a new 

interpretation of the 

site (as beautiful)

315 B
맞아 맞아

(Yes, right.)
Agrees

316 A

내가 이 사람들이 나를 못 본다고 생각해서 그런지 모르겠지만 뭔가 이렇게 

불빛 같은 느낌. 

(I’m not sure if it was because of me thinking those people couldn’t 

see me, but it felt like lights like this.)

Explains and elaborates

In this conversation, the ‘scary’ fish market shifted to ‘beautiful and passionate’. The 
participants actively shared their retrospective direct perspectives on the site but created 
new meaning beyond what they felt during the field research. The new common ground (the 
fish market is beautiful from upstairs) developed further as participants added their direct 
perspectives and detailed similes. 

  4. 3. Confirmation (3.1.)

The conversations fall into the 3.1. Confirmation tends to confirm the common ground 
that may (or may not) exist among all participants. A participant expresses their direct 
perspective on the matter (either at a lower or higher meaning-making level) and other 
participants add their direct perspectives to the expression. Participants confirmed or 
repaired the common ground in the conversation. Only one conversation had a low meaning 
making-level and complex interaction of perspectives (<Table 8> Conversation 70 of Team A).

Table 8 Team A. Conversation 70

Line Speaker Conversation Analysis

647 C

(...) 그리고 소매상에서 그 박스 회나 이런 그런 거 담겨있는 박스를 개봉을 

안 하고 옆에 구멍 뚫어서 손을 이렇게 넣을 수 있게 한 다음에 (...) 뭔지알아?

((…) and in the retail, the box, which they put the fish in, they don’t 

really open it but make a hole on the side, so that the hand could go 

in (…) do you know what I mean?)

Explains about the box 

at a retail shop

648 A
이해하지 못했어요.

(I don’t understand.) 

Explicitly show 

that they do not 

understand

649 C

회에 이제 들어있는 일회용 낱개 포장돼 있는 초장이나 그런 거 있잖아. 그런 

게 들어있는 박스를 개봉해서 그거 안에 있는 거를 진열한 게 아니라 그 박스 

채로 박스에 구멍만 뚫어서.

(So there’s like disposable packages for sauces and stuff. It was not 

like aligning those boxes after opening them, but just put holes in 

there.)

Tries to explain the 

same thing in different 

way

650 A
손만 넣어서?

(Just putting hands in?)

Confirms their 

understanding by 

asking

651 C

그래서 그 박스 새로 정리를 하더라고. 그러면 이제 깔끔하게 다 그러시던데 

약간 그런 거

(and then they rearrange the boxes. So it was tidy and neat. 

Something like that.) 

This excerpt can be analysed by the third-turn repair which involves relatively complex 
interaction of perspectives. However not every conversation involving repair fell into the 
same category. Other- and self-initiated repair involves understanding the other’s perspective 
on the matter, as it can only occur when the speaker realises that the other is having either 
a misunderstanding or disagreement. In the excerpt from conversation 70 of team A, C 
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attempts to explain the box that the sellers use in the retail area of the market but realises 
that the other participants need help understanding what they are trying to explain. C 
asking, “Do you know what I mean?” (“뭔지알아?”) suggests that while C was talking, C 
noticed that the participants may not have understood them, which demonstrates C’s meta-
perspective - C’s perspective on A and B’s perspectives on the box that C was explaining. In 
line 648, A initiates repair as A explicitly communicates that they did not understand. The 
repair initiation followed by C’s repair, C uses alternative words and expressions to explain 
what they attempted to explain in line 647. Then, A asks, “By just putting hands in?” (“손만 

넣어서?”), they confirm their understanding by adding their perspective onto C’s explanation. 
In this example, there were complex interactions between various levels of perspectives. 
However, as the participants were only discussing and repairing about an existing object 
(the box) and did not elaborate from there, this conversation fell into the 3.1. Confirmation. 
However, there were instances when repair took place while new meanings were being 
created. The following example demonstrates such instances.

Table 9 Team A. Conversation 81

Line Speaker Conversation 3rd Turn Repair

739 C
노란 박스도 약간 길을 만드는 요소? 뭐라고 해야 할까?

(The yellow boxes are components creating a path?)
Trouble Source

740 A
길을 만든 요소?

(Components creating a path?)
Repair Initiation

741 C
노란 박스를 이렇게 정렬함으로써 길이 생기잖아.

(By aligning the yellow boxes, it forms a path.)
Repair

The object discussed in this excerpt is the ‘yellow box’. C mentions the yellow box as the 
components to create a path in the market, but A, in line 740, asks back, “Components 
creating a path?” implying that they did not understand what C meant by “components 
creating a path.” Then C successfully repaired by adding the new keyword ‘alignment’ and 
used visual aids (sketches) to their explanation. Other-initiated repairs took place during this 
conversation while a new meaning was established - the yellow box became a component of a 
road, and the keyword ‘alignment’ was mentioned. This conversation and other examples of 
other- and self-initiated repairs were evaluated as moderate perspective interactions.

  4. 4. Negotiation (3.3.)

On the other hand, there were some conversations involving both high meaning-making and 
higher levels of perspectives.

Table 10 Team A. Conversation 135

Line Speaker Conversation Analysis

1227 B

근데 나 이런 것도 괜찮을 것 같은데 약간 스티로폼이 네가 말한 그 비스듬이 

처럼 비스듬히 적재돼 있는 거야

(I think something like this could work. Like the styrofoam that you 

talked about, the slanty (비스듬이), it is loaded at a slanted angle.)

Meta perspective

(B → C → X1)

1228 C
뜀틀이야?

(Like the vault?)

Direct perspective

(C → X2)

1229 B
약간 그런 느낌

(Something like that)

1230 C
근데?

(Then?)
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1231 B
몰라. 그래서 여기가 된다고

(I don’t know. So it works here)

1232 C
내가 말한 거랑 똑같잖아

(That’s what I said before.)

Direct perspective

(C → X2) 

1233 B
그러니까 응? 근데 뭐라고?

(Then, what? But what did you say?)

Meta perspective

(B → C → X2) 

1234 C

적재 한 다음에 여기 단면 자른 거랑 얘랑 뭐가 달라

(What’s the difference between cutting off an edge after loading 

them and this?)

Direct perspective

(C → X2) 

1235 B
너는 그거 스툴 모양으로 한다며 

(You said you’re making in a shape of a stool.)

Meta perspective

(B → C → X2) 

1236 A/B (laugh)

1237 B
그거랑 완전 다르지.

(Those are two different things.)

Direct perspective

(B → X2) 

1238 C
내가 언제 (interrupted) 그 스툴이

(When did I (interrupted). The stool)

Meta-

metaperspespective

(C → B → C → X2) 

1239 B
스툴모양이 (interrupted)

(The shape of the stool is (interrupted))

1240 C
근데 곡선적인 스툴이 아니라 뭐 이런 모양인 거지

(But it’s not a curvy stool but it’s like this)
Repair through sketch

1241 B
곡선적인 스툴인 줄 알았어요.

(I thought you meant a curvy stool.)
Successfully repaired

In conversation 135 of team 1, the participants’ meta- and meta metapersepectives are 
observed, as they were discussing what B refers to when they said ‘slanty (비스듬이)’ . The 
concept of ‘slanty’ was created earlier in the meeting (#104) via talk and sketch, and the 
participants thought the common ground was built. However, as shown in conversation 136, 
they had different interpretations of ‘slanty’ in line 1227. They realised as they were sharing 
their direct and meta-perspectives. The meaning of ‘slanty’ was being recreated immediately, 
as they realised there was a misunderstanding. They repair their understandings of ‘slanty’, 
and other-initiated repair was observed in this conversation section. The higher meaning 
making level and higher level of perspective conversation (quadrant 4) often involves self- 
or other-initiated repairs as they may be misunderstandings or disagreements. The trouble 
source tends to draw conversations involving higher-level perspectives conversation, and 
higher-level perspective conversations often involve higher meaning-making as they are 
trying to negotiate the disagreement through active communication.

5. Discussion 

  5. 1. Accumulation of simpler conversations

Simpler conversations that did not mainly introduce new insights may appear less significant 
and pivotal compared to discussions at higher levels. However, the common ground upon 
which these conversations are based is cultivated throughout the meeting. In other words, 
the accumulation of lower-level discussions forms the foundation for the emergence of new 
meanings and ideas. For example, participants in both teams initially described their market 
experiences in straightforward terms but gradually incorporated metaphors and similes into 
their observations. Team A participants identified significant market elements, such as the 
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auction site and fish tank, and infused their interpretations based on shared understanding.
A similar trend was observed in Team B, where discussions began with direct observations 
of the market, leading to deeper levels of conversation by interpreting the observed features. 
Just as Team A employed metaphors and similes, Team B likened the opening and closure 
of the market to decoupage and montage. Both teams primarily focused on discussing their 
market observations initially—encounters with people and objects—before progressing to 
adding interpretations based on those discussions. This suggests that the accumulation and 
evolution of common ground through lower-level conversations lays the groundwork for 
subsequent discussions, whether at higher levels of meaning-making and complexity or not. 
The conversation in Team A differed from that in Team B regarding the extent of lower-level 
conversation, which facilitated a more profound and broader exploration of the design idea. 

  5. 2. Regeneration of Meaning and Establishment of Common Ground

As new meanings emerged, more minor nuances of meaning were subsequently regenerated 
based on the established characteristics, as shown in <Table 6>. When a new meaning 
surfaced (the auction site being likened to a concert by Group A), the objects and individuals 
within that context (auctioneer, sellers, screen, etc.) also transformed based on the 
established common ground (the notion of the auction site as a concert). In the conversation 
of Team A (<Table 5>), when the auction site was reimagined as a concert venue, the 
auctioneer assumed the role of a performing artist, and the truck morphed into a stage. This 
may propose that more superficial and smaller perspectives can merge to regenerate a larger 
perspective that can guide the designers to attain the design ideation outcome. Conversely, 
it was also able to observe some cascading changes in the understanding of more minor 
elements (stages, sellers, auctioneers, and boxes) that form the more significant and holistic 
idea (auction site, the opening and closing of the street markets), indicating that elements of 
common ground can interact and change when common grounds are successfully achieved 
without misunderstandings. This finding aligns with the findings of earlier studies on 
metaphors in conceptual designs, metaphors are employed in various areas of design, and 
that “metaphors allow designers to understand different concepts, enriching imagery and 
imbuing concepts with meaningful attributes” (Hey & Agogino, 2007, p.1). 
Successful conversations like <Table 5> can occur when the common ground is established 
without misunderstanding or disagreement (or successfully repaired), underscoring once 
again the critical role of sharing lower-level conversations thoroughly. However, since every 
collaborative design involve different team compositions and individuals with varying 
approaches to work, the process can vary significantly.

6. Conclusion

This study explains the intersubjective relations in the early stages of collaborative design 
interactions. It emphasises the importance of active expressions of direct perspectives for 
idea generation and flexible meta-perspectives that can enhance the understanding of the 
other’s and their perspective. The conversations were categorised based on their levels of 
meaning making and interactions between perspectives. This analysis led to the conclusion 
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that the complex and crucial conversations that had a certain amount of impact on the 
outcome negotiation were a result of the accumulation of all ‘simpler’ conversations, which 
had low scores on both variables. The 3.3. Negotiation conversations could not have occurred 
if the designers had not talked about their first-hand experiences and actively shared them 
with other team members. By sharing and discussing their own experiences and perspectives, 
the team was able to come up with unique interpretations and reassignments of meanings. 

  6. 1. Implications 

The conclusion and discussion suggest that collaborative design should involve the active 
exchange of various levels of perspective in order to achieve common grounds between 
designers meaningfully. Each designer will have certain moments of new idea generation, and 
the interaction plays a key role in sharing them effectively and developing the idea further to 
design decisions with other designers’ contributions. Team B achieved common ground with 
the key word (decoupage and montage of each stall, generating a route within the market). On 
the other hand, Team A went through a longer process of sharing lower levels of perspectives 
to achieve this. The process can vary in lengths and complexity for various reasons, but how 
the misunderstood conversations are successfully repaired, and the common grounds are 
achieved will affect the efficiency of conversations. 

  6. 2. Limitations 

This research faces a number of limitations due to its artificially set meeting environment. 
It is necessary to observe various forms of collaborative design by varying the relationships 
between designer participants and investigating different stages of collaborative design. 

  6. 3. Further studies

Future research needs to observe the actual collaborative design project meeting process 
conducted in cooperative settings to deeply investigate what roles do communication and 
intersubjectivity plays in a real-life design task. Secondly, the analysis could be improved 
by adopting a quantitative research method, such as analysing the auditory data and 
investigating their correlations with the qualitative characteristics of conversations. 
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